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Lecture 01

Fundamentals of Visual
Analytics
given by
prof. Gennady Andrienko and
prof. Natalia Andrienko
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Content and objectives
• After defining what visual analytics is and why visualisation is
important, the main principles of representing data visually will be
introduced.

• Since the purpose of data visualisation is to support data analysis,
we shall consider the general types of analysis tasks and the
consequent requirements to analysis-supporting visual displays.
• After the lecture and following practical, you will be able to
interpret the content of different types of data display and use
various interactive operations designed to support data exploration.
• You will be acquainted with the software system V-Analytics, which
will be used in the further study.
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Definition of Visual
Analytics
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What did you learn earlier?

(Module INM430 – Introduction to Data Science)
• Visualisation is important!
• Visualisation is used to
• understand whether data contain what you need
• uncover data imperfections (strange values, strange gaps, …)
• understand how to process the data to make them useful
• check the results of data processing
• compensate for limitations of descriptive statistics
(recall Anscombe’s Quartet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anscombe%27s_quartet)

• understand outcomes of statistical analysis, machine learning,
other computational analysis methods
• Shortly: visualisation enables understanding!
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Visualisation is essential for thinking
• Visualise = make perceptible to human’s mind
• “An estimated 50 percent of the brain's neurons are associated with
vision. Visualisation <…> aims to put that neurological machinery
to work.”
• B. McCormick, T. DeFanti, and M. Brown. Definition of Visualization.
ACM SIGGRAPH Computer Graphics, 21(6), November 1987, p.3

• “An abstractive grasp of structural features is the very basis of
perception and the beginning of all cognition.”
• R. Arnheim. Visual Thinking. University of California Press, Berkeley
1969, renewed 1997, p. 161

 The act of seeing already includes analytical activities (abstraction and
feature extraction) and triggers all further mental processes.
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Visual Analytics definition (reminder)
• The science of analytical reasoning* facilitated by
interactive visual interfaces
• People use visual analytics tools and techniques to
• synthesize information and derive insight from
massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often conflicting
data
• detect the expected and discover the unexpected
• provide timely, defensible, and understandable
assessments
• communicate assessment effectively for action
The book (IEEE Computer Society 2005)
is available at http://nvac.pnl.gov/

*Analytical reasoning =
data  information  knowledge  solution, decision, …
(interpreted data)
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VA focuses on human reasoning
• VA deals with problems that cannot (yet) be solved algorithmically
• ill-defined
• involving incomplete and/or uncertain and/or conflicting data

• Human thinking is essential
• pattern grasping, guessing, flexible use of previous knowledge and
experience, novel approaches, trial and error

• Visualisation is essential for human thinking
 But: only human thinking is often insufficient
- Cannot effectively cope with massive data amounts, high dimensionality,
…
- May be too slow
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Principle of Visual Analytics:
Use the best of the humans and the computers
Computers

Humans

• can store and process great
amounts of data

• are flexible and inventive, can
deal with new situations and
problems

• are very fast in searching
information
• are very fast in data processing
• can interlink to extend their
capacities
• can efficiently render high
quality graphics

• can solve problems that are
hard to formalise
• can reasonably act in cases of
incomplete and/ or inconsistent
information
• can simply see things that are
hard to compute
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Visual Analytics technology:
• combine visual and computational analysis methods
Goal: divide the labour between humans and computers so as to enable their
synergistic work.

Visual mapping

Visualisation

Interaction
Cognition

Visual mapping
Perception

Data
Transformation

Knowledge

Refinement

Analysis

Computational
processing



Features, patterns,
models, ...
Controlling
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Visual Analytics
a summary (1)
• VA develops methods and technologies for solving complex problems
requiring joint efforts of humans and computers
• Ill-defined, hardly formalisable problems; incomplete and/or inconsistent
data; new situations  humans
• Massive data amounts, high dimensionality, rapid growth  computers

• VA may thus be defined as
the science of human-computer data analysis, knowledge
building, and problem solving
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Visual Analytics
a summary (2)
• VA technology combines interactive visualisations with
computational processing
• transformations, database querying, data mining algorithms, statistics,
geographical analysis methods, ...

• VA aims at effective division of labour between humans and
machines
• Visual representations are the most effective means to convey information
to human’s mind and prompt human cognition and reasoning
• Computational power must amplify humans’ inherent perceptual and
cognitive capabilities
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Questions?
Definition of Visual Analytics
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Visualisation primitives
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Components of a visual display
• Display space (or visual space): set of positions
• Visual marks: points, geometric shapes, symbols positioned in the
display space
• Types of marks:
• Points
• Lines
• Areas
• Surfaces
• Volumes

• Visual properties of marks: colour, shape, orientation, size, texture
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Visual variables
• Position in the display space (x,y)
• Size
• Value, or degree of darkness
• Texture
• Colour (hue)
• Orientation
• Shape

Jacques Bertin (1983): Semiology of Graphics. Diagrams, Networks, Maps. University of Wisconsin
Press, Madison. Translated from Bertin, J.: Sémiologie graphique, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1967.
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Perceptual properties of visual variables
(Bertin: level of organisation)
• Selection: easy to locate marks with a given value of the

visual variable and perceive them separately from others
• Association: several marks with the same value of this visual

variable can be easily grouped (perceived all together) despite
differences in other visual variables
• Order: the values of the variable can be put in an order, e.g.,

from small to big, from light to dark, ...
• Quantity: differences between two values of the variable can

be interpreted numerically, e.g., how much bigger
• Perceptual length: number of different values of the variable

that can be easily distinguished by an average human
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Selectivity
• Can attention be focused on one value of the variable, excluding other
variables and values?

• Find all letters on the left half of the image (position)
• Find all small letters (size)
• Find all red letters (colour)
• Find all letters ‘K’ (shape)

Easy to find  selective variable
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Associativity
• Can marks with the same value of the visual variable be perceived
simultaneously?

• Group all letters located on the left half of the image (position)
• Group all small letters (size)
• Group all red letters (colour)
• Group all letters ‘K’ (shape)

Easy to group  associative variable
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Visual variable ‘position’
 Selection
 Association
 Order
 Quantity
 Length
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“Retinal” visual variables

Size
Value
Texture

Colour
Orientation
Shape
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Perceptual properties of visual variables
Association

Selection

Order

Quantity

Length

Position

+

+

+

+

limited by
display size

Size

-

+

+

+

5-7

Value
(darkness)

-

+

+

-

5-7

Texture

+

+

+/- *

-

5-7

Colour

+

+

-/+ **

-

7-8

Orientation

+

+

-

-

4

Shape

+

-

-

-

5-7

* + : grain density or size; - : grain shape
** + for parts of the spectrum (e.g., cold – hot)
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The fundamental rule of visual mapping
• Visual mapping: the process of mapping data components to visual
variables
• The fundamental rule: the perceptual properties of the visual
variables must correspond to the properties of the data components
they represent
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Types and properties of data components
Types of values:

Scales of measurement*:

• Numeric

• Nominal ( order,  distances)
• gender, nationality, ...

• Textual

• Ordinal (order,  distances)

• Predefined values (e.g., codes)

• evaluations: bad, fair, good, excellent

• Free text

• Interval (order, distances,  ratios,

• Spatial
• Coordinates

 meaningful zero)

• Place names

• temperature, time, ...

• Ratio (order, distances, ratios,

• Addresses

meaningful zero)

• Temporal

• quantities, distances, durations, ...

• Other (image, video, audio, ...)
Name

Birth date

School
grade

Address

Distance to
school, m

Getting to
school

Peter

17/05/2005

3

12, Pine street

850

by bus

Julia

23/08/2004

4

9, Oak avenue

400

on foot

Paul

10/12/2005

2

56, Maple road

1500

by car

Mary

06/10/2003

5

71, Linden lane

900

on foot

* Stevens, S.S. (1946).
"On the Theory of Scales of
Measurement".
Science 103 (2684): 677–680.
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Correspondence of visual variables to types
and scales of data components
Nominal Ordinal Interval

Ratio

Spatial Temporal

Position

+

+

+

+

+

+

Size

-

+

+

+

-

-

Value
(darkness)

-

+

+

-

-

-

Texture

+

+*

-

-

-

-

Colour

+

+ **

-

-

-

-

Orientation

+

+

-

-

-

-

Shape

+

-

-

-

-

-

* grain density or size

** parts of the spectrum (e.g., cold – hot)
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Extensions and refinements of Bertin’s
theory
Suitability for representing numbers

Stevens, S.S. (1957): On the psychophysical
law. Psychological Review 64 (3): 153–181

T. Munzner (2014): Visualization Analysis and
Design. A K Peters Visualization Series, CRC Press
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Questions?
Visualisation primitives
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Data analysis tasks
(briefly)
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Data analysis tasks
• Data reflect some pieces of reality. We analyse data to learn
something about the reality.
data  information  knowledge  solution, decision …
• Analysis can be seen as a sequence of tasks.
• Each task is an attempt to obtain a certain kind of information or
knowledge about the reality from the available data.
• It can be seen as finding an answer to some question about the
reality.
• Tasks can be distinguished according to the kind of information or
knowledge they seek to obtain.
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Task types
• Bertin: There are as many possible question types as components
in the data, i.e., each component may be a target of a question
(task).
 Who lives on Pine street? When was Paul born? What is Julia’s school
grade? Where does Mary live? How far is the school from Peter’s home?
How does Mary get to the school?
Name

Birth
date

School
grade

Address

Distance to
school, m

Getting to
school

Peter

17/05/2005

3 12, Pine street

850 by bus

Julia

23/08/2004

4 9, Oak avenue

400 on foot

Paul

10/12/2005

2 56, Maple road

1500 by car

Mary

06/10/2003

5 71, Linden lane

900 on foot
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Task levels
• Bertin:
• Elementary: question (task) addresses one or several individual data
items, e.g., How do Peter and Julia get to the school?

• Overall: question (task) addresses the whole set of data items, e.g., What
are the methods of getting to the school? Which method is the most
frequent?
• Intermediate: question (task) addresses one or several subsets of data
items, e.g., Which method of getting to school is more frequently used by
girls?

• Synoptic tasks: overall + intermediate
• Distinguishing property: a set or subset of data items is considered in its
entirety; individual items are not of interest.
 Synoptic tasks entail abstraction from individual items to sets
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Semantic roles of data components
• Reference: What is described?
• Characteristic: What is known about it?
referents

Name

Birth
date

references
Peter
17/05/2005

School
grade

Address

3 12, Pine street

Distance to
school, m

Getting to
school

850 by bus

Julia

23/08/2004

Paul

10/12/2005

400 on foot
characteristics
2 56, Maple road (attribute values)
1500 by car

Mary

06/10/2003

5 71, Linden lane

Referential
component
(referrer)

4 9, Oak avenue

900 on foot

Characteristic
components
(attributes)
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Data may have >1 referrers
Referrer 1: time
Referrer 2: place

Attributes

...

...
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Data may have >1 referrers
Referrer 1: time
Referrer 2: place

Attributes

Please note: data structure  table structure!
It is not necessary that there is exactly one table
column for each referrer.

...

1. Values from two or more table columns may specify the
same reference in a complementary way, as in this
example.
2. There may be no special column with references
•

...

Implicit references: when data describe objects with no
identifiers assigned (e.g., lightning strokes), it is
assumed that each table row refers to a different object.

3. Table columns may be associated with different references.
E.g., the data from this table can be put in an equivalent
table where columns correspond to different combinations
(attribute, year). This does not change the structure of the
data! See the next slide.
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References are not always in columns
Referrer 1:
place

Referrer 2: time
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Data components viewed as variables
• Referrers  independent variables

A

• Attributes  dependent variables
• Data represent (are generated by) a function
Referrers  Attributes
• References (values of referrers): function’s inputs
• Characteristics (values of attributes): function’s outputs

R

• Function’s behaviour:
how the outputs vary over the set of inputs 
how the characteristics vary over the set of references
• E.g., how the crime rates vary over space and time
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Synoptic tasks 
tasks addressing behaviours
• Describe the behaviour of one or more
attributes
• Find subsets of references where attributes
have particular behaviours
• Compare two or more behaviours (find similarities and differences)
• Different attributes over the same set
of references
• Same attributes over different subsets
of references

1

2

• Relate behaviours of two or more
attributes
36

Classes of synoptic tasks with examples
• Describe the behaviour of one or more attributes
• Describe the variation of the crime rates over time and space

• Find subsets of references where attributes have particular
behaviours
• Find time periods of decreasing burglary rates

• Compare two or more behaviours (find similarities and differences)
• Different attributes over the same set of references
• Compare the variations of the burglary and robbery rates
• Same attributes over different subsets of references
• Compare the temporal variations of the burglary rates in the eastern
and western parts

• Relate behaviours of two or more attributes
• Relate the crime rates to socio-demographic characteristics
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Elementary tasks 
tasks addressing individual values
• Major classes of elementary tasks:
• Determine the characteristics (attribute values) corresponding to
particular references
• What were the crime rates in Clerkenwell in the last year?

• Find references having particular attribute values
• Find districts and years where burglary rates were >50

• Compare two or more characteristics
• Different attributes for the same reference
• Compare the burglary and robbery rates in Clerkenwell in the last year
• Same attributes for different references
• Compare the burglary rates in Clerkenwell and Bunhill; in 2013 and 2014
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Synoptic tasks for data with >1 referrers
• When data have 2 or more referential components, there are tasks
that are synoptic with regard to one component and elementary
with regard to the other component(s)
 “Semi-synoptic” tasks

• E.g. crime rates by districts and time
• Describe the temporal variation of the crime rates in Clerkenwell –
synoptic w.r.t. time and elementary w.r.t. space (the set of districts)
• Describe the spatial distribution of the crime rates in 2012 – synoptic
w.r.t. space and elementary w.r.t. time
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Data analysis  system of tasks
• Data analysis consists of one or more synoptic tasks
• Complex synoptic tasks may be decomposed into simpler synoptic
tasks (subtasks)
• Describe the variation of different types of crime  describe the variation of
each type of crime, compare the variations

• Synoptic tasks may need to be decomposed into semi-synoptic tasks
• Describe the overall spatio-temporal variation of the crime rates  describe the
temporal variation in each district + describe the spatial variation in each year

• Elementary tasks play subordinate role: help in fulfilling synoptic
tasks
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Analysis tasks and data visualisation
• Purpose of data visualisation: enable a human analyst to accomplish
analysis tasks
 The visualisation must suit the analysis tasks

• Synoptic tasks entail abstraction from individual data items to sets
and behaviours
 The visualisation should support abstraction
 It should provide an overall view of the behaviour(s) of interest
 Ideally, the analyst should be able to grasp the entire behaviour by a single
sight
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Bertin’s “image”
• The meaningful visual form perceptible in the minimum instant of
vision is called the image.
• The most efficient visualisations are those in which any question,
whatever its type or level, can be answered in a single instant of
perception, in a single image.

A behaviour over time is represented
by a single line.
A behaviour over space is represented
by colour value variation that can be
perceived as a single figure.
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Betrin’s “image” (continued)
• An image can be composed using
• two display dimensions
• two display dimensions + single retinal variable

 An image will not accommodate more than three data components
• For a given set of data components, a visualisation with fewer
images is more efficient
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Each diagram on the map requires
an individual instance of perception,
i.e., N of images = N of diagrams =
N of districts.

Each map requires one instance of
perception, i.e., N of images = 2.

more efficient!
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Support of synoptic and elementary tasks
• It is not always possible to construct a visualisation that is equally
good for synoptic and elementary tasks
General approach:
• Visualisation should first and foremost support synoptic tasks
• Elementary tasks can be supported by interactive operations (to be
considered later)
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Questions?
Data analysis tasks
(briefly)
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Types of visual display
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Bertin’s “impositions”*
* Display types distinguished according to the way
of utilising the plane dimensions

Diagrams
Coordinate
system

Networks
Layout

(a.k.a. Graphs)

(a.k.a. Charts)

Maps
Isomorphism
to physical
space

Symbols
Arbitrary

(a.k.a. Icons)
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Common display types
Display
elements

Data components

Bar graph
(bar chart)

x- or y-position
bar size (length)

references
numeric attribute

Scatter plot

marks (dots)
x-position
y-position

references
numeric attribute
numeric attribute

Line graph

x-position
y-position

ordered references, especially temporal
numeric attribute

Gantt chart

y-position
x-position
bar size (length)

temporal objects (events, processes …)
existence time (start, end)
duration

Map

marks
(x,y)-position
other variables

spatial references (refer to spatial objects)
spatial references or spatial attributes
attributes
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One display may be insufficient
Techniques to visualise complex data
Display space division
(small multiples)
Space embedding
(e.g., diagram spaces
within map space)
Complementary displays
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Additional visual variable: display time
(animation)
Has a limited value for analysis:
• Keeping previous states in the memory is hard
• It is therefore hard to compare states and
detect changes
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Bar diagram
(bar chart)
• Here there is a bar
diagram in each table
column corresponding
to a numeric attribute.

• Table rows (y-positions)
correspond to
references.
• The length of the
darker grey bars
represent numeric
values.
• The number of
simultaneously shown
references is quite
limited.
• Synoptic tasks are not
supported.
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“Condensed” bar diagram
All references and
corresponding attribute
values are represented;
however, individual
references and attribute
values can only be
accessed through
interaction.
Synoptic tasks are still
not well supported.
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Bar diagram + sorting

We can grasp the properties of value distribution within the sorted column by
54
a single instance of vision.

Scatter plot
Represents the mutual
behaviours of two
numeric attributes 
allows the analyst to
relate these two
attributes.
The marks form one or
more figures (clouds)
that can be perceived in
a single instance of
vision.
The relationship is
inferred from the figure
shape(s).
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Scatterplot matrix
An application of
the “small
multiples”
technique.
Allows comparison
of mutual
behaviours of
different attribute
pairs.
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Line graph
One curve (polygonal line)
can represent the
behaviour of a numeric
attribute over an ordered
set (sequence) of
references, e.g., temporal.
In a case of two referrers
(e.g., temporal and nontemporal), multiple curves
corresponding to different
non-temporal references
can be drawn in the same
display space. This,
however, creates display
clutter.
Interactive selection of
singular curves supports
semi-synoptic tasks.
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Gantt chart

The horizontal dimension represents time. The horizontal positions and lengths of the bars
show the existence times of objects, events, activities, or processes (here: life times of roe
deer). Additionally, the bars can be painted to represent values of a time-variant attribute
(here: number of neighbours).
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Gantt chart

When all bars can be seen simultaneously, the display enables an overall view of the
temporal distribution of the referents’ existence times and can thereby support synoptic
tasks. However, this is possible for a relatively small number of distinct references.
The bars need to be sorted according to the existence times.
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Choropleth map

Values of a numeric attribute are represented by the visual variable ‘colour value’.
Darker shades correspond to higher attribute values. The shades are used for painting
areas or objects on the map. The map is perceived as a single image and thus supports
synoptic tasks w.r.t. space.
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Choropleth map: diverging colour scale

A diverging scale of colour values uses two distinct colour hues for representing positive
and negative values or positive and negative differences from a chosen central value,
such as the overall mean. Darker shades correspond to larger differences. The map is
perceived as a single image and exposes spatial clusters of high and low values.
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Map with proportional symbols (bars)
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Map with proportional symbols (bars)

Diverging bars use orientation (upward and downward) and, complementarily,
two distinct colour hues for showing positive and negative attribute values or
differences from a selected central value, such as the overall mean.
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Map with proportional symbols (circles)

Problem: too much visual clutter; requires zooming for discerning the symbols.
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Map with proportional circles

The symbols are now discernible, but the overall view is lost.
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Map with proportional circles, diverging
scale

Similarly to bars, circles of two distinct colour hues can show positive and
negative values or differences (the orientation cannot be used in this case).
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Maps with proportional symbols vs.
choropleth maps
• Studies of human perception show that people can better estimate
numeric values represented by symbol sizes than represented by
colour shades.
 It may seem that maps with proportional symbols are more effective
than choropleth maps.

• However, a choropleth map has serious advantages:
• provides a single image and thereby supports synoptic tasks;
• is free from overlapping and clutter;
• small differences in shades may be easier detectable than small
differences in sizes.

• Accurate estimation of numeric values is only required for
elementary tasks, which can be supported by interactive techniques.
• Both choropleth maps and proportional symbol maps become more
expressive and effective when diverging scales are applied.
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Area cartograms
Geographic regions are transformed so that their sizes become proportional to
their population or some other demographic attribute, such as income or
disease incidence.

Dorling, D. (1995):
A New Social Atlas of Britain.
London: John Wiley and Sons.

Michael T. Gastner and M. E. J. Newman (2004): Diffusionbased method for producing density-equalizing maps.
68
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA, 101, 7499-7504

Area cartograms: pros and cons
The principle of isomorphism of the display space to the physical space is
violated.
+ Can be very impressive
− but only when you know well the true sizes and shapes
− Even well-known regions may be hardly
recognisable due to the distortions

+ Can provide a background for
visualising another attribute, as on
a choropleth map, and enable the
analyst to relate the two attributes.
− It is hard to relate any of them to
the true geographic space.

 It may be a good means for
expressive communication of
some message but not a tool for
analysis.
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Maps with diagrams (bar diagrams)
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Map with bar diagrams

Diverging bars show the differences of the attribute values from the respective
means. The bars showing negative differences are painted in less saturated
colours.
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Map with diagrams (pie charts)

- Too much visual clutter.
+ Still, areas with the prevalence of particular colours are detectable.
• The method is applicable to attributes that make together a meaningful sum.
Here: population N by social status.
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Map zooming reduces the clutter
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Map with “value flow” diagrams

The diagrams represent the variation of attribute values over time. This method
can be used for data with 2 referrers: space and time. However, such a map does
not enable an overall view and therefore does not support synoptic tasks. It also
suffers from visual clutter, which complicates the analysis.
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Map with “value flow” diagrams
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Map with “value flow” diagrams

Only at this zoom level, the diagrams can be easily discerned.
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Map with “value flow” diagrams

The technique of diverging scale can also be applied to value flow diagrams.
This can work well when the diagrams do not overlap.
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Maps with diagrams: general notes
• In principle, can be used for representing the spatial variation of
multiple numeric attributes or spatio-temporal variation of a single
numeric attribute.

• However, diagram maps are prone to visual clutter, which
complicates the perception and analysis.
 In practice, diagram maps can be used when data refer to a small
number of places (requiring a small number of diagrams).

• Even in absence of visual clutter, a diagram map does not provide a
single image (cannot be perceived all at once) and therefore does not
support synoptic tasks.
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Parallel coordinates plot
not so common but popular in visualisation research community

Multiple parallel axes are used for multiple attributes. Attribute values are
represented by positions on the respective axes. For each reference, there is a
polygonal line connecting the positions on neighbouring axes representing the
corresponding attribute values.
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Parallel coordinates plot
not so common but popular in visualisation research community

A parallel coordinate plot in its basic form supports neither synoptic nor
elementary tasks. Various enhancements have been suggested by visualisation
researchers (consideration would require a separate lecture).
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Common display types: general notes
• All display types have their limitations.
• Display types that can support synoptic tasks:
± Bar chart: for a relatively small number of references (all bars need to be
visible simultaneously); sorting is essential
 Scatter plot
 Line graph (single curve or a few curves)
± Gantt chart: same as bar chart
 Choropleth map
± Maps with proportional symbols: for a relatively small number of spatial
references (such that visual clutter can be avoided); diverging scales are
helpful.

• Complex data may require multiple complementary displays,
interactive techniques, and computational processing.
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Questions?
Types of visual display

82

Displays of aggregated
data

83

Aggregated vs. detailed data displays
• In detailed data displays (considered so far), marks correspond to
individual references. This imposes limitations and creates
problems for analysis:
• Display size may be insufficient to include marks for all references  no
overall view, no support to synoptic tasks.
• Display may be cluttered and hardly readable.
• Even when marks are not too numerous, some of them may overlap (e.g.,
in a scatter plot).

• In aggregated data displays, marks correspond to groups (subsets)
of references.
 Groups may be arbitrarily large  displays are scalable to large amounts
of data.
 Synoptic tasks can be well supported.
- No support to elementary tasks.
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Frequency histogram
Shows the distribution of
numeric attribute values
over the set of
references. Each bar
represents a group of
references such that the
corresponding attribute
values lie within a
certain interval, which is
represented by the
horizontal position of the
bar. The height of the
bar is proportional to the
group size (number of
references).
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Frequency histogram
the most
frequent values

frequent values

outliers
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Multiple frequency histograms

Value distributions of several attributes can be compared using several
frequency histograms. Here: the histograms represent the same attributes we
tried to look at using bar diagrams (slide 50). The comparison of the
87
distributions is easier with the histograms.

2D histogram (binned scatter plot)

Like in a scatter plot, two dimensions represent two numeric attributes. The
value ranges are divided into intervals, which creates a rectangular grid over
the plot area. The sizes of the symbols within the grid cells are proportional to
the numbers of references having the attribute values within the respective
88
intervals.

What can a 2D histogram show us?
• Relationships (such as correlation) between the attributes
• Frequencies of value combinations

• For different value intervals of one attribute,
how the values of the other attribute are
distributed.
•

Multiple 1D histograms that are easy to compare
89

Segmented bars (time histogram)
This technique is
applicable to data with
two referrers: one
linearly ordered (such as
time) and one arbitrary.
Note that a line graph
with multiple curves
may be unreadable due
to line overlapping.

Each bar stands for one time step (generally, one value of referrer 1). The
value range of the attribute is divided into intervals. The height of each
segment is proportional to the number of values of referrer 2 for which the
values in this time step lie within the respective interval. The intervals are
represented by the segment colours.
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Quantile graph

¼ (25%) of the values
¼ (25%) of the values
¼ (25%) of the values
¼ (25%) of the values
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Quantile graph

1/
10

(10%) of the values

…
1/
10

(10%) of the values

Segmented bars and quantile graphs show how the value distribution w.r.t.
one referrer (set of objects, places, etc.) varies over the range of linearly
ordered values of another referrer (such as time).
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Quantile parallel coordinates plot

The idea of representing value quantiles can also be applied on a parallel
coordinate plot.
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Aggregated data displays: general notes
• Aggregated data displays solve particular problems of detailed data
displays: insufficient display size for available data, visual clutter,
and overlapping of marks.

• Aggregated data displays can better support synoptic tasks but do
not support elementary tasks.
• Interactive operations are necessary for both classes of data display.
• To be considered next.
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Questions?
Displays of aggregated data
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Reading:
http://0-dx.doi.org.wam.city.ac.uk/10.1007/3-540-31190-4
Natalia and Gennady Andrienko
Exploratory Analysis of Spatial and
Temporal Data
A Systematic Approach
Springer-Verlag, 2005, ISBN 3-540-25994-5

Section 4.3
Visualisation in a Nutshell
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